
 

- ALIEN ABDUCTION 2 - 
 
 

LOGLINE: 
  
The Koymosian race finally discovers an uninhabited world on which to rebuild their 
once great civilization.  When the planet is caught in the middle of a massive, 
intergalactic turf war between two races of renegade Space Bikers, the Alien returns to 
Earth to enlist the help of the one man he knows who has saved a planet before; Dave 
Duberinski. 
  
SYNOPSIS: 
 
Deep space.  Light-years from Earth, the Alien and the Koymosian fleet continue to 
search the galaxy for a place to call New Koymos.  Rumours of a small, yet habitable 
world known only as “Planet X” reach the fleet and their search intensifies, eventually 
leading to the triumphant discovery of the mythical world that will become their new 
home.  
  
Their celebration is cut short when a massive, intergalactic turf war between two enemy 
races of violent and sadistic Space Bikers spills onto Planet X, placing the peaceful 
Koymosians in the middle of the conflict.  With the Koymosian fleet decimated and their 
civilization once again on the edge of destruction, the Alien returns to Earth to abduct the 
one man he knows who has saved an entire world before; Dave Duberinski.  His plan? 
For Dave to infiltrate the bikers and save New Koymos.  
  
Unfortunately, Dave is not the man he used to be. Scared straight by his experience with 
the Koymosians, Dave is living his life on the up and up. But now, he is in the precarious 
and dangerous position of having to revert back to the hard drinking, debauched man he 
once was in order to infiltrate the Space Bikers and save his Koymosian allies. The only 
question is, once back to his old ways, will Dave be able to return from the dark side?      
  
In this Roger Corman-esque, sci-fi tribute to the 1960s B-Movie Biker genre, these larger 
than life characters do battle in a harsh, “Road Warrior” like world, in what would best be 
described as the “Army of Darkness” of the Alien Abduction movies. 


